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I don't know if I should do it, but it makes for fun. I also have aROGER DX6 (http://www.rogerdx6.com/). Maybe I could do both andget a dongle emulator for G3 along with an airplane. I'm not sure itworks for G3, I've tried but haven't succeeded yet. I don't have
anROGER Controller. I think I need an R/C TX to USB wireless traineradapter because I bought a wireless R/C plane transmitter. I amcurrently using the Irrlicht engine to make my R/C plane projectwork with G3 but really need to get G3 installed (please help). I'llpost
more later if anyone has time. The R/C plane is very small, about1.25" long by.5" wide and is a GL and a Rotax engine. Of course,I can't fly it very far. -- Vincent del Monte Wrote: >>>>I don't know if I should do it, but it makes for fun. I also have a>ROGER DX6
(http://www.rogerdx6.com/). Maybe I could do both and>get a dongle emulator for G3 along with an airplane. I'm not sure it>works for G3, I've tried but haven't succeeded yet. I don't have an>ROGER Controller. I think I need an R/C TX to USB wireless trainer>adapter
because I bought a wireless R/C plane transmitter. I am>currently using the Irrlicht engine to make my R/C plane project>work with G3 but really need to get G3 installed (please help). I'll>post more later if anyone has time. The R/C plane is very small, about>1.25"
long by.5" wide and is a GL and a Rotax engine. Of course,>I can't fly it very far. -- Vincent del Monte Wrote: So you are wanting to game with your R/C airplane! I have anattempt at a solution for you. I built this little R/C airplane almost20 years ago and this is what I
used. I don't have any DX6 or dongleemulator and my airplane is not an Irrlicht program. Enjoy!!! Make sure you have your receiver in the airplane when you take off. Ifthe transmitter is not in the airplane when you take off the receiver willnot receive any signals. This
makes controlling your airplane verydifficult because when you crash the airplane will continue. It ispossible to program the airplane to slow down when crashing so thiswould help a bit. You will also have to buy a US$20 transmitter and receiver, both ofwhich are on
the market. Enjoy!
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